
The u.$. State Department
recently released its list of organizations
it calls “terrorist”.  The state department
says that  ‘terrorism’ includes
assassination, the use of biological and
nuclear weapons and any form of
physical force used against a civilian
population in order to change a
government policy.

Imperialists use this definition
selectively to crack down on their political
enemies and popular groups all over the
world and to rally support  for their wars
amongst those that have a stake in the
violent imperialist system that creates
wealth for a handful of powerful countries
while the majority of the people are
impoverished and living in conditions of
foreign occupation.

U.$. imperialists say that
Palestinians waging armed-struggle for
self-determination against the u.$.-
supported zionist regime of Israel are
“terrorists” but they excuse people like
Madeline Albright who engineered the
u.$.-imposed sanctions on Iraq that have
caused the death of more than 500,000
children.  In 1996 she said "It’s a hard
choice, but I think, we, think, it’s worth it."

At the very least, according to the
State Department definition, Madeline
Albright and the u.$. government should
be tried on charges of terrorism against
the people of Iraq.

Now the u.$. is waging a deadly
war against the people of Afghanistan
under the pretext of fighting ‘terrorism’
but the world’s biggest terrorists and their
supporters are here in Amerika. They are
the u.$. government and people like
Madeline Albright.
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Or write to: 
Imperialism has competition and war built
and the type of terrorism that brought down
orld Trade Center and punched a hole in the
gon is an inevitable consequence of the
g political and economic bullying that the

nd its allies carry out throughout the world.
The people suffering in the Third World are
tims of Amerikan terrorism and they can’t
on pensions and Hollywood superstars to
nsate them for the destruction of their
ies, their homes and their families.
Studies for the Liberation of Aztlán and Latin

ca (SLALA) is opposed to the terror of
ons, bombings and militarized borders and
errorist regimes like the u.$. and people like
e W. Bush and Madeline Albright to be held
ntable for their actions against the people of
rld.

For genuine alternatives to imperialist war
 contribute to the fight against imperialist
go to:
text.org/Politics/MIM/mn/Sept112001/index.html
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